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Introduction
The EHRIS - Economics Historical Research Institute South East Asia - is situated in Asia. The institute was  
founded by an international group of humanists and ICT researchers and practitioners, to support cooperative work.
Asia is an opportune setting for this, where people are willing and eager to pioneer experimental methods.
The policies described in this paper serve as guidelines to the institute's members and community. They provide a 
framework for cooperation and research, quality, openness and integrity.

EHRIS' digital services
The institute's primary channel for outreach and communication is the website. Its most prominent feature are the  
digital collections of both text and images. Research is presented via the website's experimental pages - the “lab”.  
The aim is to facilitate the distribution of research results where information shall be easily accessible, yet also,  
attractive. The lab allows visitors to learn about the SEA's historical and economic background, as well its cultural  
heritage and research contributions. The institute's community is invited to meet in person and share experiences.  
In addition, research and technological conferences and seminars are offered regularly. 

Vision
• combine research with current ICT technologies, 
• connect people of various (scientific) backgrounds and encourage interdisciplinary exchanges of 

ideas and knowledge,
• preserve the economic historical heritage of SEA and raise awareness. 

Code of ethics
• Be ethical and sensitive to cultural values and beliefs; facilitate respect and mutual understanding. 
• Refrain from undertaking activities considered unethical. 
• Obey laws and public policies, should law or policy be violated, act promptly to correct the situation. 
• Do not use confidential information gained as a result of professional activities for other purposes.
• Hold collections in trust.
• Apply the ESF European conduct code of research integrity http://www.allea.org/Content/ALLEA/Scientific

%20Integrity/A%20European%20Code%20of%20Conduct%20for%20Research%20Integrity_final.10.10.pdf

Mission
1. We offer a community platform on the web, to present and share digitized cultural heritage items and  

research. We warmly welcome external participation at all levels and interest.
2. We strictly adhere to our code of ethics. Copyright infringement, unethical or offensive behavior towards  

users or users' work leads to immediate exclusion.
3. We strive to connect recent technologies and methods to support research. Users' tasks shall be transferred  

to ICT where applicable. Usability and visualization techniques are part of research.
4. To preserve cultural heritage in digitized form and related research, we provide a digital archive for master  

images, metadata and research results.
5. To support conservation of physical cultural heritage items, we plan to provide conservation support.
6. We encourage the community to share innovation and software. We work closely with the creators of ideas  

to get them realized.
7. We establish partnerships with communities. We organize conferences to share and raise awareness. 
8. We strive to provide our services with industrial quality.
9. We are committed to the use of open-source software, open standards and open license policies.
10. “Staff”  is  considered  “community”,  is  encouraged  to  contribute  and  share,  and  is  entitled  to  receive 

support.
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The institute

Organization
• The administrative arm of the EHRIS institute is the “institute”. 
• Digital  collections  and research  are  presented  via  the  website.  The  website  serves  as  a  collaborative  

platform. The “support team” is responsible for services concerning the website and the collections, and 
for user support. The support team is reimbursed for their endeavors. 

• The website's users - the “community” - creates the collections, performs research and uploads it. Institute  
members are considered part of the community. They are equally encouraged to do research and equally 
supported.

Value
Cultural heritage is valuable. “Ancient” does not mean valueless. Cultural heritage represents a period of history 
that influences actions today. It may be of artistic value. It shows peoples' values and traditions. Cultural heritage  
raises understanding for one's own values and tradition.
In a practical sense, research can be done on it, and that cooperatively. This leads to the exchange of ideas and  
collaboration,  therefore  increasing knowledge and expertise,  as  well  as  a  new found understanding across  all  
parties.
Measuring the institute's work in time and costs is as follows:
1 researcher creates 1 collection:
   4 hours for image capture and preparation

24 hours for transcription (a non-Latin language: might one consider 3 * longer)
16 hours for translation
24 hours for research preparation (TEI mark-up, please see section below).

= 68 hours to create and prepare 1 collection for research. 

In terms of the institute's services, collections, research, results, and experiences are readily shared.
For example, assume 10 collections are created per month. The researcher, being part of the community, has access  
to 9 more collections and might save 80% time (20-80 rule: 20% effective time, 80% try out time).

• The researcher had an increase of 900% material to do research with.
• The researcher invested working time: (time to prepare 1 collection) * 20 % = 13.6 hours.

Working alone for an equal amount of material, the researcher would need:
(10 collections) * (time to prepare 1 collection, without support) = 680 hours = approx. 4 months.

Therefore, the researcher can start after approximately 2 days, instead of 4 months, 
with 900 % more research material.

Additional  advantages include newly formed connections with others on similar projects,  staying informed on 
techniques  and  methods,  of  participating  in  conferences,  as  well  as  potential  collaborations  with  community 
members of various fields. This can propel research finding and inspire surprising results

Digital collections and digital services

Collection development
The digital collections are the heart of the institute. “Collections” are comprised of master images, derived images,  
text-files, and metadata. The collections:

• are the basis for research;
• preserve SEA's economic historical heritage items in digital form.
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Everyone  shall  be  enabled  to  share  a  collection  and  perform  research.  The  scope  of  the  collections  are  
economically historical topics to SEA. Such a wide scope emphasizes that all collections are welcomed;

• do not have to consist of objects of unique or high value, and;
• digitization does not have to be carried out by a professional.

Unique and professionally digitized collections are welcomed, but not required. All collections in scope are equally 
valued. This allows the transfer of digitized knowledge to as many people as possible and higher volumes of  
research material. Finally, it fulfills the goal of preserving as much material as possible in digital form, and to re-
distribute it for information, awareness and research.
High (industrial) quality standards are also a target. As a consequence, technologies and equipment must be able to 
handle a high amount of information, while remaining stable and reliable. To reach a considerable number of  
people,  user support  must  be available constantly and with reliable quality.  The support  team is built  up and  
continually developed. In addition, standards for effective and efficient task execution are followed. Since growth  
simultaneously coupled with reliable service is the target, proven methods must be implemented.

Technology policy
Digital collections and research shall remain accessible in the future. The institute uses open-source software and 
open standards to support this aim. Besides, open-source software and open standards keep costs down. Also, open-
source software and open standards offer various extensions. When suitable, they shall be used. 
A significant  part  of  research  focuses  on  XML technologies.  XML encoding  standards  are  open  standards.  
Suitability and support of XML encoding standards will be taken into consideration when selecting software.
Collection development focuses on growth along with reliability. Technologies and equipment that handle high  
amounts of information and are easily upgradable shall be chosen. At the same time, they shall provide stable and 
reliable functionality. Software is maintained and updated. The community will be informed on occasion of a major  
upgrade. The community might check their collections for accessibility.

Share and intellectual property position
Sharing of the digital collections and research shall be secured. At the same time, creators' ownership shall be  
protected.  The  institute  applies  the  “Creative  Commons  Attribution  NonCommercial  ShareAlike”  license  for 
collections, research and software. The creator keeps ownership. The collection may be used by anyone for non-
commercial purposes. Results of the usage shall be shared. Those who wish to contribute are required to agree to  
that license. As such, the creator of a digital collection must have the right to

• digitize the collection and;
• share the digitized items under the Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercial ShareAlike license. 

In case of copyright infringement, the collection is taken off the web and the participant is excluded.

Digital services
The digital services support the creation, presentation and preservation of digital collections, as well as research.  
Collections  are  assessed  when  uploaded  and  users  are  notified  in  case  of  issues.  Website  and  software  are  
maintained and updated. Daily back-ups are performed. Collections are preserved in the institute's archive. To  
secure the  community's  contribution,  the archive is  checked yearly for accessibility.  Conservation support  for  
physical objects is planned. A survey is performed annually to learn about the community's expectations.
The opportunity to connect with other organizations shall not be missed. The institute aims to establish partnerships 
with  organizations  that  share  similar  visions.  Conferences  are  organized  for  face-to-face  networking  and  
brainstorming. Training and seminars are held. Cultural heritage awareness shall be raised and increased. The 
community  shall  be  kept  informed  of  activities  and  developments.  Institutional  activities  and  innovation,  
technology advances, and research result are regularly forwarded to the community.
Collection development targets on growth, while providing reliable service quality. The support team has to be  
built up and grown. The institute implements a standard for effective and efficient execution of tasks to ensure the  
target.
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Quality management system
The institute  aims  to  operate  under  industrial  quality standards.  It  follows  the standard “quality management  
system” (QMS). The QMS is visualized as work flows with templates to support the QMS available for download.  
The QMS follows the “Plan-Do-Check-Act” cycle (PDCA). Working steps are defined and inconsistencies lead to 
redefinition. A “continuous improvement” model allows the institute to react fast while keeping reliable service  
quality. Information flow is ensured by:

1. Information from execution (Do) to definitions (Plan): by the “annual review meeting”. Inconsistencies 
and improvements are considered. Strategic figures “key performance indicators” (KPIs) are adjusted.

2. Information from definition (Plan) to execution (Do): through training. Newcomers receive training. The  
team receives refresh and update trainings.

3. Information is controlled by a “document control system”. Policies (Plan), inconsistencies (Do, Check) and 
discussions about changes (Act), are recorded. The information is kept, changed, and distributed according  
to a rule set.

Annual review meeting
The members of the “institute” are invited to the annual review meeting. 
A report is prepared consisting of the following:

1. Process figures for service provision of the previous year: quality
2. The community's feedback from the previous year: community satisfaction
3. Strategic figures' (KPIs)' reach at end of previous year
4. Information about PR activities (e.g. formed partnerships)
5. Financial information
6. Previously planned projects (previous annual meeting notes)

Each meeting attendee is pleased to prepare:
7. Changes of law in the particular field
8. Technology and research advances
9. At least 2 ideas to enhance the service.

Meeting: The secretary is responsible for taking notes during the meeting.
• A proposals' feasibility and compliance to policies are discussed.
• Resource planning for the following year is done.
• Strategic figures (KPIs) for the following year may be adjusted.
• The policies might be subject to discussion.

Subsequent works: The secretary prepares the annual notes report within 2 weeks of the meeting.
• The annual notes report is published.
• Approved changes are implemented and people are informed about changes.
• Training might be organized.

Document control system
• Documents are identified by unique numbers. The document number is indicated on the document.
• The support team creates document numbers and lists them in the document-list.
• COR-documents  describe  the  policies,  the  QMS.  These  documents  are  created  or  changed  based  on 

“institute” members' approval.
• TMP-documents support the QMS. Documents are created or changed by the support team. One “institute”  

member must provide approval.
• INV-documents are proposals and recordings. Community members are invited to write these documents.
• The policies are subject to the document control system.
• Please note: Information in draft status will be published after the annual review meeting. While in draft  

status, the document is visible in the list. It might be accessible only for “institute’s” members.
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Digital collections management

Selection (scope statement)
Please see the “selection criteria” in the appendix. A collection’s scope must be digitized heritage items on topics of  
historical economic circumstances in SEA.

• SEA = in SEA, about SEA; of any language.
• economic(s) = is defined as: trade, industrial, service, tools, working life  ..
• historical = is defined as: from at least one year ago.
• Collections must adhere to the code of ethics.

Formal requirements:
• Creators must have the right to digitize the collection and to share it under the CreativeCommons Non-

commercial ShareAlike license.
• A collection must consists of at least 3 objects.
• When a collection is digitized, the conservation of the physical objects might be considered. 

An object is
• an image-file (the digitized physical object by photo or by scan)
• plus metadata.

Optionally,  transcription  (i.e.,  the  text  of  the  image)  and translation  into  English  can  be  added to  an  object.  
Transcription and translation may be prepared for research by TEI mark-up.
Please see the “selection criteria” for a detailed list. If a collection does not comply with the “selection criteria”, or 
the institute receives complaints about a collection, it will be taken off the web immediately.

Digitization
Digitization is done by the community. The community prepares digital image objects, transcription, and metadata. 
Unfortunately,  at  the  moment,  the  institute  cannot  provide  digitization  support.  Please  see  “digital  imaging 
recommendations”, for recommendations that might we found helpful to follow. 
Please see standards for digital image objects, transcription and metadata:

Digital image objects
“Master files” are created (by photo or scan) for archival purposes. Master files are the basis for the website-files.  
Master files may not be changed.

• Scan: tiff format, 600 dpi, color
• Photo: 24-bit, e.g. 300 dpi. The dpi setting depends on the digital camera and the physical object's size.  

Please see the digital-image-treatment-recommendations to calculate the dpi setting. 
• Images should be scanned/photographed in one coherent session and setting.
• 1  image  of  1  session  should  be  taken  with  a  color-checker-card  placed  next  to  the  physical  object.

The color-checker-card is a reference for later color adjustments. 
• File names: any. Please see recommendations.

Objects are shown on the website in jpg format. The master (tiff) image is saved to 3 images in jpg format. These 3 
jpg-images are uploaded. Size:

• 520 * 3xx px = “page.jpg”, the image shown in the website
• 632 x 410 px = “large.jpg”, a larger image shown by mouse click
• 60 x 40 px = “thumb.jpg”, small images at top to browse through a collection
• File names: any. The program will adjust it after upload.

Transcription and translation
Objects images like book pages may contain text. A “transcription” can be added to the website. Transcription = 
type the text of the image. 

• Transcriptions are done in Unicode. UTF-8 is a good choice for many Asian languages.
• Software tools are available to type Unicode (e.g. Unikey for the Vietnamese language).
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• Transcriptions can be prepared for research by the XML standard TEI. Please see section “TEI”.

• A translation to English can be added.
• Google translator provides a rough translation. It can be enhanced manually.
• Translations can be prepared for research by the XML standard TEI. 

Metadata
When a collection is uploaded, information about it (i.e. “metadata”) are set. Metadata add value to a collection.  
Metadata explain a collection and are used as search criteria. Without metadata, objects may not be understood nor  
found. Metadata may be set with care.
A collection's  metadata may be valid for the collection's  objects.  When an object is uploaded, the collection's 
metadata can be transferred, automatically, to the object.
(The  “TEI-header”  of  a  TEI  encoded  file,  contains  metadata.  They  are  set  by  the  automatic  creation  of  a  
collection's TEI-file. Detailed metadata can be added manually. Please see section “XML”.)
Often, a collection's metadata are valid for the collection's objects. When an object is uploaded, the collection's  
metadata can be transferred automatically to the object.

Metadata of collections:
• information about the physical objects (e.g. where are they today, what material are they made of etc.)
• information about the digitization process (e.g. who digitized)
• information  about  the  digital  objects.  Field  “access”  must  be  set  to:  Creative  Commons  Attribution 

NonCommercial ShareAlike.

These metadata are part of the institute's research endeavor for innovative categorization:
• country = where was the collection/object produced/written?
• language = main language of the objects
• industry = in which context were the objects used? - Please select:

service,
trade or 
manufacturing

• type = what are the objects? - Please select:
text (a book ..), 
concreta (a machine, a tool, furniture .. an “touchable” item) or
abstracta (an idea, a concept like an org-chart, a strategy-plan)

Please see the appendix for a list of all metadata, with explanations.  

XML encoding, and research results
The institute does XML research. The XML standard for text research and memorial institutions “TEI” is used. TEI 
provides standards for:

• administrative tagging about a text = “TEI header”, and;
• content tagging within a text. Focus is on content tagging research. Please see section “TEI” for details.

The TEI-header describes the text. Descriptions correspond to the metadata that one inserts into the website for a  
collection. A minimal TEI-header is created on basis of these metadata. The minimal header can be adjusted.

Distribution/Presentation
The institute presents and shares digital collections and research via its website. As such, the website provides the 
basis for a social network of researcher and practitioners, humanists, ICT experts and everybody who is  interested.
Ownership of a digital collection and research stays with its creator. By uploading a digital collection, the creator  
agrees to the institute's share and intellectual property policy.
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Digital preservation (archive)
The collections' scope are items of historical economic circumstances in SEA. Examples might include daily-use  
items,  texts,  and personal ideas or effects.  Preservation is costly and tends to relate to items of unique value.  
However, daily-used items might be preservable inform of digitized objects and the digital collections are seen as  
methods to preserving this material otherwise not possible to preserve.
Digital collections (images, texts, research like XML files, programs) are preserved in the institute's archive. A 
collection is archived as “package” = files are stored as group. A package is named after the collection  identifier:

• Collection identifier xxx are automatically created (001, 002 .. , unique within the institute). 
Collections' XML files are named after the collection identifier: xxx.xml.

• Object identifier yyyyyy are automatically created. (000001, 000002 .. , unique within the institute)
• Image files are named xxx_yyyyyy, with xxx = collection identifier, yyyyyy = object identifier.

Display files are named xxx_yyyyyy.jpg.

This allows the creation of 1.000 collections and 1.000.000 objects. When these numbers are exceeded, the system 
will be adjusted.
The archive is checked yearly to ensure accessibility of the items. 
The owner of a collection can ask the institute to provide a copy of his/her digital collection(s) at any time.

Conservation support (plan)
Conservation of the physical object is of high importance. Unfortunately, conservation support is not provided.  
Simple conservation support and training is planned in the near future.
Physical objects that belong to the institute are kept with care and basic conservation measures.

What we unfortunately are not able to provide for now
Unfortunately, the institute does not have means to provide:

• digitization and digital image enhancement measures,
• conservation support of physical items. It is planned in the near future to start such support.
• control of content's quality. Collections are assessed concerning scope, code of ethics and accessibility.  

Unfortunately, quality improvements for images, transcriptions or translations cannot be provided.

Community support and research

Community
The  community is  the  institute's  focus.  Everybody is  encouraged  to  participate  in  a  academic,  professional,  
personal, or non-professional capacity. Everybody shall receive the needed support, the opportunity to participate, 
and the opportunity to be challenged.

Who
• Humanists, 
• information (computer and others) scientists, 
• programmers, and 
• everybody who is interested, 

are warmly welcomed to 
• inform oneself (browse the collections), 
• contribute to collections and research (XML and text, visualization, others),
• contribute to the application (programming), and
• give feedback. 

Those who want to contribute, must register.
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Registration
Those who want to 

• contribute (with a collection, with research experiments or results, with programs) and
• be informed about activities and conferences,

must register. Please send an email to the institute. The institute will reply within 2 working days and
• provide username and password to log into the website, and
• add your address to the list for updates.

A collection is bound to the username of the creator. Only that user can edit it. Further users need “special rights”  
to edit a collection. Please see below.

Roles/special rights
A collection is bound to the creator's user-name and only the creator can edit it. Additional (registered) users who 
want to work on the collection require “special rights/roles”. Possible roles are:

• owner: do everything with a collection, like the collection's creator.
• transcribe: add text to an image of the collection
• translator: add a translation to a text of the collection.

Please contact the institute to establish additional access rights. You will receive a reply within 2 working days.

Contribution
One must  register to contribute to a collection or software. Please see the section “digital collections” for the  
requirements.
The community is invited to introduce software or tools and to give feedback on collections and presentation or to  
enhance the website and research.  The institute will  consider all  ideas for realization.  The institute will  work  
closely with the idea's originator to realize it. The creator of the research or software keeps ownership. Please see  
the institute's sharing and intellectual property position.
For programming work, we expect well-structured and carefully planned programming. The more modularized, the 
better.  Software that  was subject  to software engineering testing procedures is  welcomed, while not  required.  
However,  the software must  be sufficiently stable.  Please also keep in  mind that  the  application of graphical  
visualization techniques is part of research. We apply the principles of Apple's iOS documentation, the chapters:

• Human Interface Principles and;
• User Experience Guidelines.

Please see the documentation 
http://developer.apple.com/library/ios/#documentation/UserExperience/Conceptual/MobileHIG/Introduction/Introduction.html 
or download it  http://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/UserExperience/Conceptual/MobileHIG/MobileHIG.pdf.

Research: the “lab”
“Lab” innovations are test on the website. After a sufficient development period, they are made available for all  
collections. The institute focuses on XML and visualization research. The community is invited to try out further  
ideas and innovation. Research must adhere to  the ESF European conduct code of research integrity, please see 
Appendix.

Text research is done with TEI markup. TEI is an XML standard that was developed for text. “Tagging” a text  
means that words are surrounded by meaningful terms. These “tags” are analyzed.
The  current  TEI  standard  version  is  used.  Therein,  “extensions”  were  defined  to  reflect  economic  historical 
context. The element “name”, attribute “type”, is used:

• <name  type=”role”>  marks  the  role  of  somebody  in  relation  to  the  writer  of  the  text.
Example: <name type=”role”>boss</name>, or <name type=”role”>mother</name>

• <name type=”brand”> marks a company name or a brand name.
The  current  TEI  definition  file  (dtd-file)  was  kept  unchanged.  Please  see  “text  preparation  and  mark-up  
recommendations” for the list of extensions.
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Usability, human computer interface
Visualized information is easily perceived. Information that is not entertaining might be ignored.  Browsing the 
collections shall be entertaining. The presentation shall wake interest. The visual experience is an important factor 
to  make collection and research accessible,  and attractive,  for  everyone.  The community is  encouraged to do  
research with visualization methods, ideas, and techniques.

Other topics
The website and lab are not restricted to research on XML and visualization. Other topics are welcome. Please feel  
invited to share ideas or research. The institute will work with you to get it included.

Events and information policy

Updates 
News about research, developments, technologies and events are provided regularly to registered participants. 
Participants are invited to share their own news. News content must comply with the institute's policies and code of  
ethics.

Half-yearly conferences
Two conferences  a  year  are  organized,  to  encourage the community to  exchange experience.  One  conference  
focuses on digitization and the other on research. Seminars are held about recent developments. If feasible, experts 
are invited. 
The community is warmly invited to participate and introduce their own work and research. Training or seminar  
presenters will be reimbursed. 

When do we unfortunately have to exclude participants
The institute expects the community to adhere to the code of ethics. In the case of severe non-compliant behavior,  
the participant and their work will be excluded immediately. Violations may include:

• a (cyber) attack into the website,
• a collection that does not comply with the code of ethics.

In response to complaints about a collection (copyright, non-political content ..), the institute will:
• remove it  from the website (images and text),  immediately.  The collection's  creator will  be contacted.  

He/she has the right to explain his/her position.
• Complaints are recorded. Three complaints lead to exclusion from the community.
• Please  take  special  care  with  copyright  compliance.  The  institute  does  not  check  and  does  not  take 

responsibility for any violations. It is the sole responsibility of the collection’s creator. Please check your 
objects carefully.

Appendixes
COR.I-020.04 Selection criteria
COR.I-020.18 Metadata explanation
COR.I-020.19 Document management explanation
COR.I-020.20 Text preparation and mark-up recommendations

References
The ESF European conduct code of research integrity http://www.allea.org/Content/ALLEA/Scientific%20Integrity/A
%20European%20Code%20of%20Conduct%20for%20Research%20Integrity_final.10.10.pdf

Apple iOS Human interface guidelines, chapters:
• Human Interface Principles
• User Experience Guidelines.

http://developer.apple.com/library/ios/#documentation/UserExperience/Conceptual/MobileHIG/Introduction/Introduction.html; 
http://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/UserExperience/Conceptual/MobileHIG/MobileHIG.pdf.
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Selection criteria - checklist COR.I-020.04 v1.0 2012-03-16

Please check your collection and your objects. We are committed to the ethical standards by this 
checklist. In case of complaints/misuse, we, unfortunately, have to exclude your collection.
In case you cannot set the “√ “, please contact us. We are glad to support you with the checklist.

Check the scope √ comment

1 Uniqueness You consider your collection valuable.
2 Topic “Economics” = About trade, industrial, service: tools, working life ..
3 Topic “South East Asia” (any language) = something in SEA, something about SEA
4 Topic of “historical content” “historical” = 1 year ago or older. 
5 Collection size: > 2 objects A collection must have at least: 3 images

n1 Optional: text is TEI encoded Please note: Research is done with TEI encoded text.
n2 Optional: text translation = translation into English.
n3 Not required: collections of “unique importance” We consider all collections as important.
n4 Not required: only professional digitization We welcome any level of digitization.

Check presence (avoid duplicates) √

6 Your collection doesn't exist in EHRIS? 

7 Your object (image, text) doesn't exist in EHRIS?

Check rights √ * please see “copyright” below
8 You have the rights to digitize the objects Digitize = take images, transcribe text
9 You have the rights to share the digitized objects, 

under the CreativeCommons license
[Creative Commons] = use for non-commercial 
purpose, for everybody.

Exclusions √ ** please see “complaints” below
10 Your objects conform with our code of ethics? Please see our code of ethics, in the “policies”.
11 Your objects do not have political content?

Optional: Conservation availability √

n5 You might check where you can do conservation 
of the physical object.

 (In future, we plan to support you with this.)

* Please note about “copyright”
• Older text objects often are out of copyright, so they can be used.
• We will not check and not take responsibility for copyright. Please check your objects carefully.

** Please note about “complaints”
• If we receive a complaint about your collection (copyright, ethical ..), we remove it out of the web (image 

and text). We will contact you. You, then, have the right to explain your position. 
• Complaints are recorded. In case of 3 complaints and not-satisfying explanation, the participant is excluded 

and cannot contribute any more.
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Archive explanation COR.I-020.17 v1.0 2012-03-16

The archive consists of 2 parts:
● archive A: Digital archive for master image files
● archive B: Data in the application (derived image files, meta-data, text files)

Identifiers:
● For a collection, automatically, a unique identifier is created: xxx (001, 002, 003 etc.)
● The collection's XML files are stored as xxx.xml, the style sheet as xxx.xsl.

● For an object, automatically, a unique identifier is created: yyyyyy (000001, 000002 etc.)
○ derived images: /xxx/xxx_yyyyyy.jpg, with xxx = collection number.

Archive A = master files (.tiff). Participants can choose suitable file names.
● Insert collection into archive: when the collection arrives (by storage media) in the institute.

/archive/master1/ = archive A
/001/a.tiff, b.tiff, ..
/002/c.tiff, d.tiff, ..

/archive/master2/ = archive A, 2nd copy, structure like master1 

Archive B = application data, meta data
Application data = derived images, XML files, software

● are stored in the application under several folders, related by xxx = collection number
/ehris/

/img/001/../001_000001.jpg, 001_000002.jpg, .. {= derived images}
/xml/

/original/, /translation/001.xml {= TEI files of collection}
/xsl/001.xsl {= style sheet of collection}

● They are secured by back-ups, daily, of the whole application.

Meta data are stored in the MySQL database: tables collection, object
● They are secured by back-ups, daily, of the whole database (ehris.sql)

/daily_backup/
/20111011/

/ehris/{= folder /htdocs/ehris/}
/db/ehris.sql

/20111010/
/ehris/..
/db/ehris.sql

Daily backups are kept 30 days. Every day, the backup of the 31th day back is deleted. 
The daily backup of each 10th of a month is transferred for long-term storage to the archive:

/archive/daily_backup/ = archive B
/20111010/

/ehris/..
/db/ehris.sql

/20110910/
/ehris/..
/db/ehris.sql
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Meta-data explanation COR.I-020.18 v1.0 2012-03-16

Please note: You may set object's meta-data from the collection's data (“take data from collection” button)

Field Explanation

{collection|object} only Information about the original (physical) objects

{collection} collection Collection's title

{object} object Object's title
{object}
object_number_in_collection

[automatically set] the object's sequence number in the collection

industry In which context were the objects used ? [service | trade | manufacturing]

country country of origin

type What are the objects ? [text | concreta (machine, tool) | abstracta (idea, concept)]

language main language of the objects

origin_year When was it created (written/built/produced) ?

origin_material What material are the objects made of ?

{collection} origin_size Which size is the collection of (dimensions, how many pages/how many pieces) ?

{object} origin_size How big/heavy .. is the object ? (dimensions)

origin_creator Who was the creator ?

origin_number If exists: serial number/ISBN number/product number ..

origin_use_for What was it used for ?

origin_status In which status is it today (broken, ..?) ?

origin_owner Who owns it today ?

origin_location Where is it today, physically ?

origin_accessible Can it be accessed/seen? Or is it private ?

origin_permission How can the physical object be used? Is a text “free of copyright” ?

origin_link In case it is on the web, please give the link

Information about the digitization and the digitized objects

dig_on When was it digitized ?

dig_by Who digitized it ?

dig_where Where was it digitized ?

dig_why Why did you choose the collection/objects ?

dig_objects_stored Where are the digitized objects stored ?

dig_objects_owner Who is owner of the digitized collection/object ? 
(usually the person/organization who digitized it)

dig_objects_permission How can the digitized objects be used ? - that must be: 
Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercial ShareAlike)

{collection}
number_of_objects

[automatically set] number of objects in the collection

{collection}
XML/TEI-upload

If you have, please upload a TEI-encoded file of the collection here. [Or, please use 
the button “XML/TEI create”, the program will create it.]
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Meta-data explanation COR.I-020.18 v1.0 2012-03-16

Following fields are not “meta-data”. The fields are set when uploading an object.

Fields Explanation

{object}

photo_page Please upload the “page.jpg”

photo_thumb Please upload the “thumb.jpg”

photo_large Please upload the “large.jpg”

text_original Please insert the transcription (= typed text)

text_EN Please insert the translation of the transcription
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Document management system explanation COR.I-020.19 v1.0 2012-03-16

.  

The QMS will be adjusted when needed. That means that relevant documentation (including this document) is 
changed, and changes are trained and published. To know and keep track about the changes, a document control list 
is used.

Naming system:

ABC.D-020-xxx

ABC = COR 
Documents of a policies' character (they include the current state of definitions of the institute, its 
responsibilities and tasks), start with “COR”.
COR-documents are the “core” of the institute's ideas.

ABC = TMP
Document which are templates start with “TMP”. That is, they have to be filled out.

ABC = INV
Documents of an evidence's character (they were used to take notes in a meeting, they were used to 
propose a new action/event/budget use ..), start with “INV”.
Templates (“TMP”), when filled out, become “INV”-documents.
“INV” shows that “innovations” were created, by the “investment” of time, thoughts and energy. INV-
documents are the driving force of the institute's and communities' advances.

D = I     Documents come from the institute, these are ”internal” sources.
D = E    Documents come from “external” sources.

020       is unchanged.

xxx      is the ascending number, it is given in the sequence of production:
First COR-document has number “001”, 2nd has “002”, first INV-document has “001” .. etc.
Through that number, documents receive unique numbers.

The document number is indicated on each document. For questions, please refer to the number.

“Document/record control” is performed as follows:

● COR-documents are created or changed when the “institute” agrees.
● TMP-documents are created or changed, by the “support”, when needed. 

At least one “institute”-member must agree.
● INV-documents can be created by everybody. The creator must agree to a change.
● Changes must be recorded in the document-list, part II.

Inserting a document into the document management system and providing the number:
● COR-documents and TMP-documents receive a number on creation by the “support”.
● INV-documents are created on several occasions, e.g. after meetings, notes are written and published.

INV-documents are written by everybody (e. g. a proposal for a research idea), and sent to the institute.
“Support” will create a number, and insert the document into the document-list, part I.

Please see the “document-list” for a list of all documents.
Please note: the institute wants to share information. Issues in draft-status will be published after the annual-
review-meeting. While in draft status, the document might be accessible only for  “institute's” members. INV-
documents are accessible when the creator agrees.
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Text preparation and mark-up 
recommendations

COR.I-020.20 v1.0 2012-03-16

A Transcription recommendations
B Translation recommendations
C TEI mark-up recommendations

A  Transcription recommendations
“Transcription” = typed text. Research needs texts.

•Please use “Unicode”.
◦For most non-Latin-alphabetic languages, tools are available to type Unicode. 
◦For the Vietnamese language, that is for example “UniKey” [http://unikey.org/].

•These 5 special characters must be changed:
Special character: change to (W3C)

& &amp;

' &apos;

< &lt;

> &gt;

“ &quot;

• These recommendations listed we found helpful to follow.
Transcribe or change example transcription and mark up

Uppercase Transcribe for proper 
names and start of 
sentences, otherwise 
change to small letters

HELLO <hi rend=”uppercase”>Hello</hi> 

Spelling 
mistake

- keep uncorrected 
(transcribe the mistake), or
- correct it. Please use 
<choice> to indicate both 
spellings:<sic> for the 
given spelling, <corr> for 
the correct spelling

Heallo <choice>
<sic>Heallo</sic>
<corr>Hello</corr>
</choice>

Missing 
empty space

Separate the words HelloJohn Hello John
- no mark up. Silent correction. -

Hyphens 
separating a 
word's 
syllabus

Omit the hyphen Please remem-ber 
to write

Please remember to write
- no mark up. Silent correction. -

Hyphens b/c 
line break

Please remem-
ber to write

Please remem</bl>ber to write
- no mark up of hyphen. Silent correction. -

Hyphen with 
meaning

Keep it (transcribe) that fish is a man-
eating fish

that fish is a man-eating fish
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Text preparation and mark-up 
recommendations

COR.I-020.20 v1.0 2012-03-16

B Translation recommendations
•To save time, we used automatic translators (like the Google translator), and corrected the text after.
•It is recommended to counter-check the translation. 
◦Translate it back, to the original language, for example by the Google translator.

C TEI mark-up recommendations
We use TEI lite, of the P5 TEI encoding standard [http://www.tei-
c.org/release/xml/tei/custom/schema/dtd/teilite.dtd].

TEI is similar to HTML. We use it as follows:

TEI-element example result

<lb/> line break (html: <br/>) text_a<lb/>text_b text_a
text_b

<pb n='pagenumber'/> Page break in the original 
document 

<pb n="28"/>

<div>text</div> “text” = text of one object. 
If the collection is a book, then, 
one object is a book-page. 
“<div>” contains the text of one 
book-page.

A table:

TEI html

<table rend=”1”>
<row>

<cell>text</cell>
</row>

</table>

<table rend=”1”>
<row>
<cell>

<table border=”1”>
<tr>
<td>

A list:

TEI html

<list>
<item>text</item>
<item>text</item>

</list>

<list>
<item>

<ul>
<li>
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Text preparation and mark-up 
recommendations

COR.I-020.20 v1.0 2012-03-16

Research on style

A transcription (=typed text) shall look like the original text, by use of a style sheet (xsl).
Following elements are used:
TEI-element attribute example result

<hi> rend=”uppercase” <hi rend="uppercase">text </hi> TEXT

rend=”underline” <hi rend="underline">text</hi> text

<hi rend="underline">
  <hi rend="uppercase">text</hi>
</hi>

TEXT

E. g. the transcription of a letter shall look like the original letter:

TEI-elements example result

<head>

<opener>
  <dateline/>
  <salute/>
</opener>

<p>[text]</p>

<closer>
  <salute/>
  <signed/>
<closer>

<head>A letter to John</head>

<opener>
      <dateline>Singapore, 06.06.1959</dateline>
      <salute>Dear John,</salute>
</opener

<p>How are you? Let us meet for dinner today!
</p>

<closer>
      <salute>Yours,</salute>
      <signed>Tim</signed>
</closer>

A letter to John

Singapore, 06.06.1959
      Dear John,

      How are you? Let us meet for dinner today!

Yours, Tim
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Text preparation and mark-up 
recommendations

COR.I-020.20 v1.0 2012-03-16

Research on text elements

Research is done with attribute “type” of element “name”. 
A translation may be added with “rend”.

TEI-element type-attribute rend-attribute example

name name type="personalname" - <name type="person">John</name>

name type="role" rend=”brother”
rend=”employer”

<name type="role" rend=”brother>Brother</name>
<name type="role" rend=”employer”>Boss</name>

name type="place" - <name type="place">Singapore</name>

name type="brand" <name type="brand">[brand name or company's 
name]</name>

name type="event" rend=”New Year 
festival”

<name type="event" rend=”New Year 
festival”>Tet</name>

Following values are used: place, personalname, person, role, brand, product, event
(Please feel free to invent and use further values for “type”.)

Numeric values to mark:

Time and date are TEI standards. We want to indicate further numeric values. 
We use the element “num” and attribute “type” and “value”. 
(Please feel free to invent and use further values for “type”.)

TEI-element example

time <time value="20:00:00">8pm</time> TEI standard

date <date when="1958-08-15">15.08.1958</date> TEI standard

TEI-element type-attribute example

num num type="kilogram" <num value="#4.5" type="kilogram">4.5 kg</num>

num type="year" <num value="#3" type="year">3 years</num>

num type="dollar" <num value="#1000" type="dollar">$1000</num>

num type="age" <num value="#30" type="age">30 years old</num>
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Document list 

License model: CC = Creative Commons (shared), @ = not shared 
2012-03-16

No title file license Effective date v.

COR.I-020.01 Policies pdf CC 2012-03-16 1.0

COR.I-020.02 Community overview web CC 2012-03-16 1.0

COR.I-020.03 (community) selection web CC 2012-03-16 1.0

COR.I-020.04 Selection criteria pdf CC 2012-03-16 1.0

COR.I-020.05 (community) digitization web CC 2012-03-16 1.0

COR.I-020.06 (community) digitization, make image accessible web CC 2012-03-16 1.0

COR.I-020.07 (community) digitization, make text accessible web CC 2012-03-16 1.0

COR.I-020.08 (community) research & share (upload) web CC 2012-03-16 1.0

COR.I-020.09 Institute overview web CC 2012-03-16 1.0

COR.I-020.10 (institute) quality management system (QMS) web CC 2012-03-16 1.0

COR.I-020.11 (institute) annual review meeting web CC 2012-03-16 1.0

COR.I-020.12 (institute) training procedure web CC 2012-03-16 1.0

COR.I-020.13 Support overview web CC 2012-03-16 1.0

COR.I-020.14 (support) presentation support web CC 2012-03-16 1.0

COR.I-020.15 (support) preservation web CC 2012-03-16 1.0

COR.I-020.16 (support) user support web CC 2012-03-16 1.0

COR.I-020.17 Archive explanation pdf CC 2012-03-16 1.0

COR.I-020.18 Meta data explanation pdf CC 2012-03-16 1.0

COR.I-020.19 Document management explanation pdf CC 2012-03-16 1.0

COR.I-020.20 Text preparation and mark-up recommendations pdf CC 2012-03-16 1.0

COR.I-020.21 Digital image treatment recommendation doc CC 2012-03-16 0.9

COR.I-020.22 (support) conferences web CC 2012-03-16 1.0

COR.I-020.23 Quality measure - PDCA web CC 2012-03-16 1.0

COR.I-020.24 Annual report web CC 2012-03-16 1.0

COR.I-020.25 Internal audit web CC 2012-03-16 1.0

TMP.I-020.01 Survey doc CC 2012-03-16 1.0

TMP.I-020.02 Training list - template doc CC 2012-03-16 1.0

TMP.I-020.03 Training newcomer doc CC 2012-03-16 1.0

TMP.I-020.04 Yearly refresh & team feedback doc CC 2012-03-16 1.0

TMP.I-020.05 Meeting evaluation doc CC 2012-03-16 1.0

TMP.I-020.06 Annual review meeting attendee's input doc CC 2012-03-16 1.0

TMP.I-020.07 User/technical support - daily mnemonic doc CC 2012-03-16 1.0

TMP.I-020.08 User support – Expert support list doc CC 2012-03-16 1.0

TMP.I-020.09 Technical support – yearly archive check doc CC 2012-03-16 1.0

TMP.I-020.10 Technical support – yearly arc. check summary doc CC 2012-03-16 1.0

TMP.I-020.11 Tester – yearly daily-backup check doc CC 2012-03-16 1.0

TMP.I-020.12 Conference sign-in form doc CC 2012-03-16 1.0

TMP.I-020.13 Annual report template doc CC 2011-10-23 1.0



TMP.I-020.14 Annual notes template doc CC 2011-10-24 1.0

TMP.I-020.15 Bi-monthly quality report (internal audit) doc CC 2012-03-16 1.0

INV.I-020.001 High level design doc @ 2011-06-17 1.0

INV.I-020.002 Requirements non-functional (quality requirements) doc @ 2011-10-20 1.0

INV.I-020.003 Detail level design doc @ 2011-06-17 1.0

INV.I-020.004 Functional specification (mock ups) - basic functionality doc @ 2011-06-15 1.0

INV.I-020.005 Functional specification (mock ups) v2.0 - multi user environment doc @ 2011-07-04 1.1

INV.I-020.006 Functional specification (mock ups) v2.0  - “lab” preparation, 
formatted view

doc @ 2011-07-19 1.1

INV.I-020.007 Functional specification (mock ups) v2.0 - “lab”,  search doc @ 2011-10-15 1.9

INV.I-020.008 Detail level design v2.0 doc @ 2011-07-26 1.0

INV.I-020.009 Project plan doc @ 2011-06-14 1.0

INV.I-020.010 Functional specification v2.0, detail design TEI file creation doc @ 2012-01-02 1.0

INV.I-020.011 Document list doc @ 1.0

INV.I-020.012 Strategy (“KPIs”) (2011-2014) web CC 2012-03-16 1.0

INV.I-020.013 Financial plan (2011-2014) pdf @ 2011-12-16 1.0

INV.I-020.014 Human resources plan (2011-2014) pdf @ 2011-11-30 1.0

INV.I-020.015 Yearly schedule of events (2011-2014) web CC 2012-03-16 1.0

INV.I-020.016 Marketing plan (2011-2014) pdf @ 2011-11-30 1.0
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INV.I-020.013 Summary costs 2011-12-16

Cost ($)
2011 Reduced 2012 Reduced 2013 Reduced 2014 Reduced

Support team 1.168 1.168 5.183 5.183 7.793 7.793 8.001 8.001
Support by expert 1.600 0 9.600 0 25.600 0 41.600 0
Events (conferences, checks) 6418.33 6418.33 7410 7410 8401.67 8401.67
Fix (* only for conferences) 32600 18500 32600 18500 32600 18500
Total costs 2767.75 1167.75 53801.53 30101.53 73402.8 33702.8 90602.47 34902.47

Set up 41760 26400
Switch to Java 44800 25200
Implement RAID 3400 3400
Implement conservation support 9100 9100
Total setup, enhancements 44527.75 27567.75 98601.53 55301.53 82502.8 42802.8 94002.47 38302.47

Awareness as 6% of total 0.06 2671.67 1654.07 5916.09 3318.09 4950.17 2568.17 5640.15 2298.15
Sum:

Total 338812.62 47199.42 104517.63 87452.97 99642.61
Total reduced 173813.02 29221.82 58619.63 45370.97 40600.61

* only for conferences, costs beside reimbursement for working time was considered.



Costs_support 2011-12-16

Time (hours)
Employee Calculation 2011 2012 2013 2014

New collections Support 23 94 234 234
New users Support 2 8 17 17
Conference preparation Support 0 60 60 60
User support per user Support accumulated 0.87 5.2 13.87 22.53
Sum of support 25.95 167.2 324.7 333.37

Coordination as% of time 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.2
resulting hours Coordination 20.76 66.88 64.94 66.67

User support by expert EXPERT accumulated 32 192 512 832

Cost ($)
Employee Hour rate 2011 2012 2013 2014

New collections Support 17 398 1.592 3.981 3.981
New users Support 17 28 142 283 283
Conference preparation Support 17 0 1.020 1.020 1.020
User support per user Support 17 14.73 88.4 235.73 383.07
Sum of support team 441.15 2842.4 5519.9 5667.23
Coordination as% of time Coordination 35 726.6 2340.8 2272.9 2333.57
Sum of support 1167.75 5183.2 7792.8 8000.8
User support by expert EXPERT 50 1600 9600 25600 41600
Sum 2767.75 14783.2 33392.8 49600.8



Costs_events 2011-12-16

month 2, 6, 9, 11 2011 s. 2012 sum 2013 sum 2014 sum
Time (hours) Employee 2 6 9 11 2 6 9 11 2 6 9 11 2 6 9 11

Archive check Support 29 88 146
Conference Conference 80 80 80 80 80 80
Annual meeting Coordination 72 72 72
Backup check EXPERT 8 8 8

Time (days)
Archive check Support 4 11 18
Conference Conference 10 10 10 10 10 10
Annual meeting Coordination 9 9 9
Backup check EXPERT 1 1 1

2011 2012 2013 2014
Cost ($) hr rate 2 6 9 11 2 6 9 11 2 6 9 11 2 6 9 11

Archive check Support 17 496 496 1.488 1.488 2.479 2479
Conference Conference 20 1.600 1.600 3.200 1.600 1.600 3.200 1.600 1.600 3200
Annual meeting Coordination 35 2.520 2.520 2.520 2.520 2.520 2520
Backup check EXPERT 27 203 203 203 203 203 202.5

Sum 0 6418 7410 8402



ABC Collection 2011-12-16

estimation: 1 collection with 25 objects Unit Units Minutes Total min. Hours TIME Value $ Calc.$ COST REDUCED Potential
Total 1 new collection 4.68 79.62 79.62 No

Total 1 collection archive (check/insertion) 1.17 19.83 19.83
Check tiff Object 25 1 25 0.42 17 7.08
Copy Collection 1 15 15 0.25 17 4.25

Collection 1 15 15 0.25 17 4.25
Insert Collection 1 10 10 0.17 17 2.83
Measure (quality) 1 5 5 0.08 17 1.42

New collection/website 3.52 59.78 No
Object 25 0.5 12.5 0.21 17 3.54
Object 25 0.5 12.5 0.21 17 3.54

Translate transcript Object 25 1 25 0.42 17 7.08
Check translation Object 25 4 100 1.67 17 28.33
Check meta data Object 25 2 50 0.83 17 14.17

Collection 1 1 1 0.02 17 0.28
Do quality measure (quality) 1 10 10 0.17 17 2.83

No potential for reduction; working reimbursement

2nd copy

Check img (thumb,page)
Check img large

Check xml exists



ABC RegisterUser 2011-12-16

estimation: registration of 1 new member Unit Units Minutes Total min. Hours TIME Value $ Calc.$ COST REDUCED Potential

Total registration 0.17 2.83 2.83 No
Member 1 10 10 0.17 17 2.83

No potential for reduction; working reimbursement



ABC, fix Conference 2011-12-16

2days,4sessions(1.5hr)/day,150 invitees Unit Units Minutes Total min. Hours TIME Value $ Calc.$ COST REDUCEDPotential
Total conference 110 34710 20610 Yes

Preparation 30 510 510
Invitation mass mail Org. 1 20 20 0.33 17 5.67
Call community expert Expert 50 20 1000 16.67 17 283.33
Organization room Org. 1 240 240 4 17 68
Organization meal Org. 1 120 120 2 17 34
Planning Meeting 1 420 420 7 17 119

Conference 80 1600 1600
Organization etc. Person,2d 5 80 20 1600 1600 1600

Fix conference (*) 32600 18500
Fix 17300 17300

Material Material 1 300 300
Rent Rent 2 150 300
Lunch (buffet) Buffet 2 100 200

6 community experts 0 1200
Travel, accommodation 6 100 600

Speech Speech(1.5hr) 6 100 600
6 external experts 15300 0 Skip

Travel Travel 6 2000 12000
Speech Speech(1.5hr) 6 400 2400

Accommodation 6 150 900
* fix costs considered only for conferences 

Travel, acc.

acc.



ABC UserSupport 2011-12-16

estimation: 1mail / 1member / yr Unit Units Minutes Total min. Hours TIME Value $ Calc.$ COST REDUCED Potential
Total user support, research for solution 3.29 161.47 1.47 Yes

Answer by support 0.09 1.47 1.47
Mails easy answered 80%member 0.8 5 4 0.07 17 1.13
Mails forward 20%member 0.2 1 0.2 0 17 0.06
Solution to member 20%member 0.2 5 1 0.02 17 0.28

Solution by expert 3.2 160 0 Community
Solution (2d) 20%member 0.2 960 192 3.2 50 160

Potential: Community contributes with 100%



ABC Backup_check 2011-12-16

Unit Units Minutes Total min. Hours TIME Value $ Calc.$ COST REDUCED Potential
Backup check, 1/year, of the whole website 7.5 202.5 202.5 No, need professional

Database Check 3 15 45 0.75 27 20.25
Application (user) Check 3 30 90 1.5 27 40.5
Application (collection) Check 3 30 90 1.5 27 40.5
Application (object) Check 3 30 90 1.5 27 40.5
Collection (access) Check 3 15 45 0.75 27 20.25
Collection (XML) Check 3 30 90 1.5 27 40.5

Units: check backup of 1 day ago, of 2 days ago, of 30 days ago

Unit Units Hours TIME Value $ Calc.$ COST
Daily backup 0.5 0 0 By program



ABC AnnualMeeting_works 2011-12-16

Unit Units Hours Total Hours TIME Value $ Calc.$ COST REDUCED Potential
Annual meeting, information analysis and preparation works 72 3640 3640 No, need professional

Preparation of meeting 56 1960 1960
Database analysis Analysis 2 4 8 35 280
Report analysis Analysis 2 8 16 35 560
Report generation Analysis 2 16 32 35 1120

Subsequent works 16 1680 1680
Report generation Analysis 2 8 16 35 560
Corrective, preventive action start 2 16 32 35 1120



Calculation for setup 2011-12-16

Unit Units Hours TIME Value $ Calc.$ COST REDUCEDPotential
1360 41760 26400

Development 640 19200 13440 Community 30%
2dev.,2months Man-day 80 640 30 19200

Testing 480 12960 12960 No, need professional
1.5 tester,2months Man-day 60 480 27 12960

Coordination 240 9600 0 Set-up
1manager,1.5month Man-day 30 240 40 9600

Create, transcribe, translate 3 collections 0 Self-test

System development with PhP



Calculation for enhanced service 2011-12-16

Unit Units Hours TIME Value $ Calc.$ COST REDUCED Potential
System switch to Java 44800 25200

Development 640 22400 5600 Community 75%
2dev.,2months Man-day 80 640 35 22400

Testing 622.2 16800 16800 No, need professional
2 tester,2months Man-day 77.78 622.24 27 16800

Coordination 140 5600 2800 Community 50%
1manager,17.5days Man-day 17.5 140 40 5600

Conservation support implementation 9100 9100 No
Train the trainer 8400

1 expert, 1 w, basic Man-day 3 1300 3900
Man-day 3 1500 4500

Material 500 500 500
Trainer trains team 200

Trainer trains, 2w Man-day 10 20 200

RAID as storage medium 3400 3400 No
Equipment 2000 2000
Expert 1400

Expert set up and trains Man-day 2 700 1400

1 expert, 1 w, advn.



KPI 2011-12-16

KPIs / year
2011 2012 2013 2014

collections 5 20 50 50
members 10 50 100 100
conferences 0 2 2 2

KPIs accumulated
2011 2012 2013 2014

collections 5 25 75 125
members 10 60 160 260
conferences 0 2 4 6



INV.I-020.014 Summary staff 2011-12-16

Staff Costs ($)
8 2011 160

Employee 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Support 0.1 0.1 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 221 221 441
Coordination 0.1 0.1 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 363 363 727

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 584 584 1168
2012

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Support 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 17 237 237 237 237 237 237 237 237 237 237 237 237 2842
Coordination 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 35 195 195 195 195 195 195 195 195 195 195 195 195 2341
Conference [5]*2 [5]*2 20 1600 1600 3200
Archive check [2]*1 17 272 272
Backup check [1]*1 27 216 216

[1]*9 35 2520 2520
432 2032 432 432 432 920 432 432 2032 432 2952 432 11391

2013
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Support 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 17 460 460 460 460 460 460 460 460 460 460 460 460 5520
Coordination 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 35 189 189 189 189 189 189 189 189 189 189 189 189 2273
Conference [5]*2 [5]*2 20 1600 1600 3200
Archive check [4]*1 17 544 544
Backup check [1]*1 27 216 216

[1]*9 35 2520 2520
649 2249 649 649 649 1409 649 649 2249 649 3169 649 14273

2014
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Support 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 17 472 472 472 472 472 472 472 472 472 472 472 472 5667
Coordination 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 35 194 194 194 194 194 194 194 194 194 194 194 194 2334
Conference [5]*2 [5]*2 20 1600 1600 3200
Archive check [5]*1 17 680 680
Backup check [1]*1 27 216 216

[1]*9 35 2520 2520
Explanation: [5 people] * 2 days 667 2267 667 667 667 1563 667 667 2267 667 3187 667 14617

Estimation 2011-2014: Support: 2 hrs/day, coordination: 1 hr/day

hr.rate

Annual meet.works

Annual meet.works

Annual meet.works



KPI 2011-12-16

KPIs / year
2011 2012 2013 2014

collections 5 20 50 50
members 10 50 100 100
conferences 0 2 2 2

KPIs accumulated
2011 2012 2013 2014

collections 5 25 75 125
members 10 60 160 260
conferences 0 2 4 6
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“Marketing plan” INV.I-020.16 v1.0 2011-11-30

“Marketing plan”: Tasks and milestones (gantt chart) to implement and start activities

B S C A SW Goal: starting with who board responsibility

board support conf. t. awar. t. softw. 2 collections 2 first collections

11 2011 members board each 2 colleagues, >3 SWE

12 2011 5 coll., 10 members board prepare 3 collections

01 2012 first members board Test and try out

06 2012 start daily support support team build and train “support team”

Java implementation SWEs, SWTs find Java SWEs, SWTs

conference planning conference t. build “conference team”

find partners,
find fund for cons. support 

awareness t. build “awareness team” (PR)

06 2012 1st archive check support, SWT train “support team”, find SWT

08 2012 Java system coded SWEs

1st meeting board

1st partnership awareness t.

09 2012 1st conference conference t.

10 2012 1st survey support train support team for survey

Java system tested SWTs

11 2012 1st annual meeting board

Java system applied SWEs, SWTs

12 2012 fund found for cons. support awareness t. implement cons. support

02 2013 find fund for RAID awareness t.

04 2013 1st training refresher trainer (board) implement refresh training

06 2013 start conservation support trainer (ext.)

08 2013 fund found for RAID awareness t.

10 2013 switch to RAID expert (ext.) RAID implementation

12 2013

02 2014 start RAID system

04 2014
06 2014
08 2014
10 2014
12 2014

© 2012 EHRIS 1/1
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